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Abstract
%lieprove that the iexicographicaliy first mzximal connected subgraph problem
for a graph property .;7 is A$-complete if T is hereditary. determined by the
blocks, and nontrivial on connected graphs.

I. Introduction

Some of the Lfm connected subgraph problems
for 'hereditary properties are polynomial time soh-

The class A$ consists of problenls solvable in poiynomiai time using oracles in

NP,Recently some A;-

able. For example, the lfrn clique problem is obviorasi:~ in P. We prove a general theorem assert-

complete problems have been reported [6,13, 14,

ing that the Ifm connected subgraph problem for a

171, In [13] we have shown that the Lexicograph-

graph property

icaiiy first maximal induced path problem is A;-

determined by blocks, and nontrivial on connected

complete. This paper gives a very general theorem

graphs. Hence the connectedness makes the prob-

that derives a new series of A$-complete problems

lem drastically harder.

7;

is A:-complete if r is hereditary,

related to !exicographicaily first maximal subgraph
problems.

2. A:-Completeness Theorem
For a given hereditary property

T

on graphs.

we consider the problem of dinding the Lexicograph-

For any graph property

1ca1Iy first maximal (abbreviated t o 1fm) subset li

maximal subgraph satisfying

of vertices of a graph G = ( I f s /,I such that U in-

foliowing greedy aigoritilrn:

duces a connecfed subgraph satisfying

7;,

;.i,

the lexicographicaiiy first
.;7

is computed by the

where we

assume that V is linearly ordered as V = (1. . . n ) .

begin

Problems of this kind have been extensively stud-

I;+-@;

ied in [I, 2, 5. 8, 9, 10, 11, 12. 13, 15, 161. In

f o r j = 1 t o n do

particular, without the connectedness restriction,

if U U {j) can be extended t o a subgraph of G satisfying a
then I; +-- ti ii ( j )

the P-completeness of the Lfm subgraph problem for
a n y nontrivial polynomial time testable hereditary

property is proved in [17j as an analogue of the re-

end

sults in Lewis and Yannakakis [?], Yannakalris [19],
Yannakakis [20], Asano and Nirata 131, Watanabe
el al.

[Is]. However, since the connectedness is not

It is clear from the algorithm that the ifm subgraph problem for a is in 13.; if

ap

is polynomial time

necessarily ~nheritedby subgraphs, a new analysis

testable. We consider the following decision prob-

is required.

lem:

Fk-1(Yk-1,Zk-1), where ( X I , ..., zk-l), Yl,..., Yk,

Definition 2.1.

Z1, ..., Zk-l are mutually disjoint sets of variLFM@SP(T) (the lfm connected subgraph problem for

7i)

Question: Decide whether there is a truth assign-

Instance: A graph G = (V,
E ) and a vertex v E
where

ables.

V,

ment &, ...,

V = jl, ...,n ) .

Y l ,..., Yk satisfying 1 and 2.

I * F0(&,..., 2 k - ~ , P l , ~ . . =
, ~I.
k)

Question: Let U be the ifrn subset of V whose
induced subgraph, denoted ( U ) . is a connected

2.

subgraph satisfying T. Then v E U?

f;~.(s,
Zj) is satisfiable

gi = 1 for i =

1, ...: k - 1.

Papadimitriou [Id] defined the detemznastzc sat-

L e m m a 2.1 [Id]. DSAT is A$-complete.

zsfiabzlzi'y problem and showed that it is A$-complete.

B717e use this problem as a basis of reduction. The

R e m a r k 2.1. For an instance IF9, ...,F'k-l) of DSAT,

problem is described as follows:

we may assume that clauses in F3are of cor?junctive
normal form. For example, clause ( a

Dedinition 2-"2 Let
and 55,

XI,

... . zk-1 be k- P variables

... ,Yk be iG sets of variables. -4 boolean for-

mula Ijj(zl, ..., 2 k -

1,

-

y) can be

written in the form of disjunction of Literals since a
is a conjunction of literals.

x,..., Irk) in conjunctive nor-

mal form is said to be deterrninisi'ic if Fo consists

Lemma 2.2.

of the following clauses:

cor?junctive norrnd form. T%en there is a f m u l a

Let Fi(l$,
Zi) be a dbrrnuia in 3-

F1(%,Z:) in Pconjurmctive normal form satistvjng
1. Either (y) or (y) is a clause of
Yl

6 for

each y in

the foiBowi~gco-nditions:

u li.

ji) Each clause in F ' j x , Zi) contains at most

2. For each i = 1,.. , k-1 and each y in

there

one literal from k;:.

are sets Cis and Di of conjunctions of literals

6;U D ~

Proof. We just give an idea of construction. For a

+ y3) with yl, Y P , ~3 E E , we replace

is true for any truth assignment (this can

clause (yl

be checked in polynomial time).

it by (yl+ 21)(y2 21)(y3+ u

(b) F contains clauses ( a -+ y) and

g , F ( % , Zi) i s

satisfiable if and only if F'(%,Zi) is satisfiable.

from Y, U {z,) with the following properties:
(a) Exactly one of the conjunctions in

(ii) For any truth assignsllent

ya

+

(P -+ ij)

+

21)

using new variables

u,z. which shall be pxt into 2i.n

for each a E Ci and each j3 E D i .

A graph property

.K

is said to be heredztary on

induced subgraphs if. whenever a graph G satisfie-

Definition 2.3.

T,

all vertex-induced subgraphs of G also satisfy

D e t e r m i n i s t i c Satisfiability (DSAT)

a. We say that

I nstance: A deterministic formula

infinitely many graphs and there is a graph violating

FO(xl,..., zk-1, Y l ,..., Yk)and k - l formulas
in 3-conjunctive normal form Fl(Y1, Z1), ...

,

T.

We say that

T

T

is nondnvzad if

T

is satisfied bq

is determzned by the blocks [l$]

if for any graphs 6; and Gz satisfying

7

the graph

formed by identifying a vertex of GI and a vertex
of G2 also satisfies a.

A block is a connected graph w i ~ hat least two
vertices which contains no cutpoint.

TjVe

use the

following result (see [4]).

Lemma 2.3. Let G be a block with a t least three
vertices and let v be a vertex of 6. Then there is an
edge j u , v ) such that the graph obtained by deiet-

ing vertices u and

2i

Fig. 1

together with adjacent edges is

connected.
Lemma 2.5. For a formula r"(zl, ..., z,)

Om main result is the following theorem

= eica . . . c,,

in conjunctive normal form tvi th variables z l , ..., 2 ,

,

we can construct a graph G p with specified vertices

Theorem 2.4. Let a be a hereditary property satisfying the following conditions:

(i)

7i

is determined by the b!ocks.

jii) a is nontrivial on connected graphs,

hl , ho and an order on vertices such that F is sat-

isfiable {resp. not satisfiable) if and only if hl E I/
(resp. ho E G), &ere U is the I f m subset of vertices
of Gr which induces a connected subgraph satis@-

Then LFMGSP(7) is A:-complete.

ing sr.

Proof. Let @, be a connected graph with min-

Proof. For variable xi, we construct the variable

imum number of vertices which violates a. Since

graph GEzij in Fig.

P

is nontrivial on connected graphs and hereditary,

l(cj

2(a) using G,, where si =

/ cj contains z i ) / and ti = I{cj 1 cj contains E i ) 1.

the complete graph IC2 satisfies a . Therefore 6, is

When s i = 0 (resp. ti = 01, we do not put edge

a block ~ i t at
h least three vertices since . i is
~ deter-

if,,&+I).

mined by the blocks. We denote G, as Fig. l ( a ) ,

copies of GOgray verdices. Let V ( z i ) (resp. V ( 5 i ) )

where bold lines represent edges adjacent t o vertices

be the set of vertices z t , k = 1, ...,ti (resp.

u,v , w ,respectively. FI'e put labels a . b , c to specify

R = 1, ...; si). Let S be the set of black and gra,y

the correspondence with u,v ,w. By Lemma 2.3 we

vertices of G[z;] and let

can assume that three vertices u.O, w are chosen so

taining

that the graph remains connected after deletion of

satisfies sr. Then it can be easily checked that

v, w.Fig. ?(b) shows a graph obtained by adding a

either S U V(zi) U {zi) or S U V ( i f i )U {zi).

We call vertices in gray circles which are

-

S be any maximal set con-

S whose induced subgraph is connected and

3 is

new vertex v 1 and edges in the same way as v. We

For simplicity we deal with clauses with three

use such abbreviation in the following construction.

literals but the argument below can be extended t o

Before getting into the reduction; we start with

the general case by a slight modification. The clacse

the following lemma which gives a basic construc-

graph H[cj] dbr cj = ( a j + j3j $ -fi) is shown in Fig.

tion in the reduction.

2(b). Let V(cj) be the set of three vertices labeled
with Literals q ,
,8j,y j . These vertices shall be con-

nected to vertices in variable graphs corresponding
to the literals. Again let C be the set of black and
gray vertices of N[cjj and

be any maximal set

containing C whose induced subgraph is connected
and satisfies
put into

T.

Then exactly one of a ,P , y can be

6.

We also use the graph R in Fig. 2(c) called the
roof graph. We call vertex do the root.
The graph GF is constructed as follows: tVe
connect graphs R, G[zl], ...: G[xnJ by identifying di
for each i = 1,..., n - I. We denote the resulting
graph by TF and call it the t m n k graph. Consider
clause cj = (aj4- /3j
eral aj (resp.

+3/;:).

Let the occurrence of lit-

P j , y j ) in cj be the kl-th

(resp. ka-th,

pj, 4 j ) counted from
c1 to c,:,. Then we put edges {at1,
a j ) , (/3f2, & ),
{-yJ3, yj), where a;', p f 2 ,7:3 are vertices in variable graphs and aj , /3j ,?j. are vertices in VC/lq). The
k3-th) occurrence of

aj

Fig. 2.

(resp,

clause graphs NCcl],...: Nje,]

are connected to TF

edge with ho as an endpoint. For each variable z,.
either Vfx,) b ( 2 % c
)

G or ti(s,) u (3%)c U.Since

,
for each clause c J , li contains vertices in H [ e J ]orie

of the vertices in V ( c 3 )must be in G and joined

in this way.

to a vertex in U which belongs to a variable graph.
Finally we put edges ( h o ,v) for all black vertices v except the root. Fig. 3 illustrates the whole
construction of graph

GF focussed on Glz,] and

N [ c j ] where
,
c2 = (z;,
+ z q + 5,).
The vertices are ordered so that the following

It is now obvious that F is satisfied by the truth
assignment defined by f a = 1 (if z, E

U),gi = O (if

z, $! U). Conirersely, it can also be seen that hl E

5'

if F is satisfiable. Hence F is satisfiable (resp. not
satisfiable) if and only if h l E li (resp. ho E U1.B

relations hold:

Proof continued. We shall give a reduction from

DSAT. Let Fa(xl,...,Q - 1 , Yl, ....Yk) be a deterministic formula and let F;(Yl, Z l ) , ..., Fk-l(Yk-l. Z k be formulas in 3-conjunctive normal form. SVe eonstruct a graph GfFo,...,Fk-1) and an order on it as
where

B is the set of black and gray vertices.

foIlows.

Then it is clear from the definition of GF that

B

c U since ho is connected to all black vertices and

.rr is determined by the blocks. It should be noticed

that either hl E U or ho E U since 6, violates a. If

hl E U, then ho @ U, and therefore (U) can have no

For each i = 1,..., k - 1, we first construct
a graph

GF, in

P ~ ( Z , )be

the fdlowing way: We denote by

a formula obtained from F i ( x , Zi) by

deleting ail occurrences of literals from

J'i

= {yii, ..., ytn,). Fbr each y,p in

x. Let

x ~ v euse the

variable graph Gbip],
where the occurrences of literals yip and ?Jip are counted for & and Fi.IVe
connect these variable graphs G[yilj, ..., G[yi,,] and
the trunk graph Tp*consecutively as sirown in Fig.
4. \ire denote by h i , hi the vertices corresponding to ho,hl in the construction in Lemma 2,5? respectively. We put an edge between hi and each
black vertex in the trunk graph

Ti.except
,
the root.

By Lemrna 2.2 we can assume that each clause in

Fi(x Zi)contains a t most one literal from x.Let
:l;

Fi(I$,
Zij. If cj contains only lit-

ej be a clause in

erals from Zi, the clause graph H[c$]is connected
to the trunk graph

T'i(z,)

and we put edges be-

tween h$ and biack vertices in ~ [ e jin] the same
way as Lemma 2.5. if c; contains a literal from Yi,
let c j = (ruj

1: and

pj,

+ $1,

$9;

where a: is a literal from

are literals from Zi. For such clause,

J
-;

dn

we use tile graph .i?[cj] shown in Fig. 6 instead of
~ [ c j ] Vertices
.
,6; and -y;

are connected to the trunk

graph in the same way and rve put edges (h", ,831.

Fig. 3.

{hb. -,f ). For literal a;, let a'J = y,p for simplicity.
Then we connect Hlc;] to some vertex in V(yzp)of
the veriable graph

GiZ;lzp]
as shown in Fig. 5. ITTe

denote by G ~ , ! ~ the
, ) part consisting of tile trunk
graph and the clause graphs for
add two vertices a; and

%i

pi(&). Finally

we

which are connected t o

hi and h i , respectively. This is the end of the construction of

cFz.

Let Bi be the set of all black and gray vertices
of

GF,. Let $ be

in

K.

Then if

&:;,

a truth assignment for variables

= 1; then let g(Yip) = V ( Y i pelSe
)

C.(yiP) = Vigipi. ~ e Bt ; ( Y ~=
)

~i

u j g ; ~ii!y;yj.
~

Assume that the order on white vertices on variable
graphs for Zaand clause graphs follows Lemrna 2.5.
In Fig. 5;it should be noticed that if yfp E
Fig. 4.

~~($1

then the biack and gray vertices in H[c$l are con. .
nected to G[yip]
and none of pj ,-tj can be selected.

Variable graph
for yipE iii

;j

Variablegraph
for Zi

Xi

Fig. 5 .

Fig. 6.

Then it can be seen that

Fact.

are connected to the trunk in the same ivay as Lemma

~ ( 3Zi)
, is satisfiable if and only if the

lfin set containing B,(%) whose induced subgraph
is connected and satisfies sr contains ha;.

The graph G(Fo, ...,f 4 - : )

shown in Fig. 6 ii-

2.5 using the variable graphs for Y;, , ..., Yk and modified variable graphs for XI, .., zk-1. Finally we put
edges connecting ho and a?] black vertices on the

..., Yk and the clause graphs
variable graphs for Yl,
for Fa.

lustrates the whole graph for (Fo,..., Fk-I). It is

Let l
? be the set of ail black and gray vertices of

obtained by modifying the construction in Lemma

G(F0,..., Fk-1). We denote by I/V(V,) jresp. I/V(z,),

2.5. First we construct a trunk graph using the root

W ( F , ) , C j f i ) ) the set of ail. white vertices in the

graph

R and the

variable graphs G[zlj, . . . , G [ Z ~ - ~ ] . variable graphs for

Then for each z
i, the part consisting of d;, xi,2, to-

gether with a copy of Go is replaced by

GF,. Then

the graphs for clauses in Fo(zl, ..., zk-I, Yl, ....Yk)

z,.

the graph

(resp. the variable graph for

daz,),

the clause graphs for Fe).

Then the vertices of G(Fe, ..., F k - l ) are ordered as
foiiows:

(/? -+ gap) are satisfied for each a E CiZpand each
E DiZp.In this way, we define Y ~ Inductively
.

tare define f a , Y3,..., gk-1. Finally we can see that
the truth assignment given to Yk together with Y1
where the orders inside W ( Y , ) ,tV(z;), W ( F , ) and

must coincide with the one determined from Yk-l

C(Fo)follow Lemma 2.5.

and 2k-I since the graph

We shall show that

(5,
..., Fk-1)

is in DSAT if

(C')is connected.

Thus

we have shown the conditions 1 and 2 of Definition

0,where 0 is the ifrn subset of
is connected and satisfies a.
vertices such that (0)
It can be seen from the construction that B c c.
If hl E 0,then ha $! .?i
Hence there is no
First
edge connecting ho and a black vertex in (0).

that satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2.4 are "pla-

consider the variable graphs for Yl and ITk.Fo; each

nar". "outerpianar", "'bipartite", "acyclic". etc. But

and only if hl is in

di or V(g) C 0.Since for
(y) or (y) is a clause in Fo

2.3 hold. Hence (FE,
.... $',-I)

is in DSAT.

The converse can also be shown by repeating a
similar argument. 0
Examples of the properties on undirected graphs

y E Yl UYk, either V(yj C

the property "clique" is hereditary but not deter-

each y f Yl '1U , either

mined by blocks. In this case LFh%CSP("clique") is

and the corresponding clause graph contains black
vertices, it follows that V(y) C

c (resp. V ( g )C 0')

if and only if (y) (resp. (y)) is a clause in Fo. Let

P-complete [5].

PI

and ykbe a truth assignment defined by jj = I (resp.

9 = 0 ) if (y) jresp. (g)) is in Fo for y E YIUYk. From
Fact, we see that P; (%, 2:)is satisfiable if and only
if vertex z l is in 0.Therefore either V ( s l ) c 0 or
V(21) C

0 holds

according t o the satisfiability of

Since Fo is deterministic, for each yap E Y2

Cizpand D i Z pof conjunctions of Iit-

erals from Yl U {zl) satisfying the conditions (a),
(b) of Definition 2.2. For the truth assignment

theorem for the lfm connected subgraph problems.
This result does not cover tile Ifm induced path
problem [13], We beiieve that we could expect a

F ' l ( ~ l ' l , ~ ILed
) . PI = 1 i f x l E o e l s e k l =0.

there are sets

We have shown a rather general A;-completeness

fi,

more general result which lncuide the results in j13j.
As a candidate, we give the fotbliowii~gconjecture.

We define the diameter 6(a) by sup(6(6) j G is
a connected graph satisfying

T),

where &(GIis the

21,there is exactly one conjunction y E Ci2,L'D&

diameter of a graph 6. For example, S( "clique" )= l

which is true under this truth assignment. If y E

but 6("ppianar9') = m. For the former property,

yap) is in f i . By considering the

kFMCSP(a) becomes P-complete [5] but from The-

C;,=, then (y

-+

clause graphs corresponding t o (-(

+

yzp), we can

0 must hold since otherwise the
is violated, If y E DbZp.then
connectedness of (6)

see that V(yip) C

0 must hold. Let = i (resp. GZp = 0)
if V(uip) C 0 (resp. V(gZp)C c).With this truth
T/(yip) C

assignment we can see that clauses (a -+

and

orem 2.4 LFblCSP('$planarn) is A;-complete.
Conjecture.

If a hereditary property a is non-

trivial on connected graphs and satisfies 6(a) = m,
then LFMCSP(;r) is A;-complete,
It should be noticed that if a hereditary prop-

erty a is nontrivial on connected graphs and satisfies
S(s) = oc then all paths satisfy T.
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